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5.2

Report of the Supervisory Board to shareholders

The year under review has been one of substantial change. As a

taken as part of the Back in shape programme are carefully selected

result of the continuing economic crisis and the subsequent

and will also support any possible revised strategy.

deflated construction industry in Europe the company has taken
rigorous measures in order to be able to face further headwind and

In 2014 the Supervisory Board discussed with the Executive Board a

ensure that it is ready for future growth. This program, known

number of times the progress of implementation of the strategy,

under the name Back in shape has been developed in 2014 and

the key indicators required to follow the progress of

execution has started expeditiously in the second half of 2014.

implementation and the status of the process of implementation.
The Supervisory Board has also approved the 2015 Operational

The year 2014 has also been the year in which Mr N.J. de Vries has

Plan, which sets out the Group’s financial targets, the strategy

announced his retirement after a 38 year career at Royal BAM

aimed at achieving these targets and the parameters used for this

Group. His successor Rob van Wingerden has, supported by the

strategy. At the request of the Supervisory Board, the Executive

Supervisory Board taken on the job of bringing BAM ‘back in shape’
which should lead to substantial recurring cost savings, reduction

Board gave more details about the sensitivity of the Operational
Plan.

of working capital, divestments and actions to improve project
control.

Losses on major projects
In 2014 the company was again confronted with losses on two large

In the past year the Supervisory Board has further increased its

projects. These were communicated to the market on 7 July 2014,

time and attention to the matters that have affected BAM’s

which also marked the beginning of the Back in shape programme.

performance; the continuing economic crisis, the struggling

A material part of this programme is geared towards improved

construction industry in most of BAM’s home markets, the need
for a substantially lower cost and working capital base as well as

project control. A uniform tender process with stage gate tendering
controls will form the backbone of this control mechanism. In

improved control mechanisms in the primary business processes.

addition the Operational Audit function will be further reinforced

Also the changes made in the management of the company, both in

and a new authorisation schedule for approving projects as well as

the Executive Board and in layers below have had the full attention

the set-up of so-called tender boards will contribute to achieving

of the Supervisory Board. As a consequence of the Back in shape

this goal. This will also be supported by the new operating model

programme, a new operating model (see below) has been

with a reduced number of operating companies and stronger

designed, agreed upon and is currently being implemented.

involvement of the managing directors of the operating companies

In 2015 the focus of the Supervisory Board will be on the

via the Management Board which has been established as part of

implementation of the Back in shape programme, which should
deliver its expected targets by the end of the year. This year will

the Back in shape programme.

also see a review of the strategic agenda.

Both in the Supervisory Board and in the Audit Committee, detailed
discussions were held with the Executive Board on the need for

The above topics and other work performed by the Supervisory

improved project control. In addition, a number of very large

Board are addressed in more detail in this report.

projects in the tender stage have been presented to the
Supervisory Board in extraordinary meetings, allowing critical input
and approval. The projects presented in these meetings were

The Supervisory Board’s activities

reviewed in detail.

Strategy and operational plan

The Supervisory Board has taken note of and consented to the

In the Group strategy 2013 – 2015, which was formulated in 2012,

additional measures mentioned above, which the Executive Board

the central focus is on achieving operational improvement and

decided to execute in order to limit the consequences of these

targeted growth initiatives in services, multidisciplinary projects

unfavourable developments and to prevent such developments in

and international niche markets, all geared towards positioning

the future where possible.

BAM as the ‘best in class’ construction company.
In 2015 this strategy will be reviewed, taking into account the

Financial position

continuing economic crisis, developments in the construction

During the financial year, the Supervisory Board and the Executive

industry and market and the new operating model that has been
developed in 2014. As part of the Back in shape programme, it

Board regularly discussed the Group’s financial position and the
way in which the Group should be financed. The Supervisory Board

has been discussed whether the current strategy should be reviewed

also exchanged views on several occasions with the Executive Board

earlier than anticipated. The Supervisory Board believes that this

regarding the operating capital, the liquidity level, the terms and

was not necessary as it still believes the Group strategy 2013 -2015

conditions of the current financing covenants, the Group’s solvency

to be a realistic strategy, with well-chosen objectives. The measures

level and the Group’s financing requirement for the longer term.
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There has been a great deal of discussion regarding the continued

Board tightened even further the internal procedure for obtaining

negative development of the cash flow and the opportunities that

the approval of the Executive Board before operating companies

the Group has to reverse this trend. Construction companies are
increasingly confronted with decreasing pre-financing by clients,

submit tenders for large and high-risk projects. This goal will be
supported further by the results of the ‘in control’ measures as part

with the effect that companies themselves are expected to have

of the Back in shape programme (see above). With this position

adequate cash and cash equivalents to carry out projects. Based on

there will be even greater focus on the supervision of the

the stress scenarios prepared by the Executive Board, discussions

effectiveness and efficiency of the primary business processes in

were held regarding the Group’s balance sheet position and the

particular, on the compliance with policy guidelines and procedures

opportunities to improve the cash flow and the operating capital.

and on the effectiveness of the risk management measures taken,

One of the goals of the Back in shape programme is to reduce

as well as possible areas for improvement.

working capital with €300 million by the end of 2015. The
Supervisory Board is pleased to note that in 2014 the Group

Over the past years, the risk management of the Group has been

remained well within the agreed financing covenants.

strengthened. With the support of the central risk management
position at Group level, a uniform evaluation method has been

Risk profile

introduced, which has been embedded in the existing managerial

The Supervisory Board’s regular meetings included a discussion on

measures implemented by the operating companies. Incorporating

the course of business and prospects for both the Group as a whole

the above into the existing reporting system implements in

and for the respective sectors and individual operating companies,

practice the efforts to further intensify the management and

on the basis of written reports and accompanying presentations.

control of operational risk. The Supervisory Board obtained

These discussions covered the main risks involved in the business,
the internal management and control systems and the results from

information from the Corporate risk manager and the director of
operational audit about their activities and the progress that has

the Executive Board’s assessment of these systems.

been made. Both functions will be reinforced as part of the Back in

The implications of the matters addressed in these contexts at

shape programme in order to further support the goal to reduce

the meetings of the Supervisory Board are discussed elsewhere in

risks and improve control in the project business.

the Report, including on page 32 and onwards.
The financial audit process is carried out by an independent audit
The Supervisory Board has satisfied itself that the Group has

firm that is assisted by the executive officers of the Group and by

internal risk management and internal control systems, financial

the Group systems deployed. Also during 2014, the collaboration

reporting manuals and procedures for drawing up such reports, as
well as an established monitoring and reporting system. In this

– stipulated in clearly-defined arrangements – between the
external accountancy firm and the BAM employees involved in this

context, the Supervisory Board has established that the Executive

work proceeded satisfactorily.

Board has improved its ability to monitor the operational activities
of the Group’s operations. The establishment of a new operating

CSR

model, leading to the reduction from 25 to 10 operating companies

The Supervisory Board discussed the importance of CSR for the

in two business lines, the establishment of a Management Board as

Group with the Executive Board and agreed with the list of CSR

well as two business boards, which leads to a stronger involvement

factors identified by the Executive Board as being most relevant

of the top management of the operating companies for the

for BAM. One of these aspects concerns integrity. This was further

performance of the entire Group and the more frequent meeting
schedule of the Executive Board, which meets once per week, all

underlined by the introduction of a new group-wide Code of
Conduct in 2014, which was supported by sufficient management

contribute to heightened transparency and awareness in an

attention and individual e-learning tools. The Supervisory Board

efficient and effective BAM organisation with uniform systems and

supports the decision of the Executive Board to keep this topic

procedures. Troublesome projects are being monitored even closer

high on the agenda.

with regular updates on operational and financial progress.
The Supervisory Board was pleased to note that even under the
What not has been changed is the quarterly extensive discussions

current distressed market circumstances, the Group continues

between the Executive Board and the individual operating

to be very active in CSR and is a pioneer in this field in the

company’s management team on the financial results and forecast.
This ensures that the way the figures should be interpreted is

construction industry. The Board noted again the importance of
getting the other partners in the construction supply chain involved

understood, as are the challenges that the individual operating

in this development too.

companies are facing. The Supervisory Board has noted with
approval that, in the framework of a further intensified risk

In the past year, the Group’s efforts in the field of CSR again

management, over the course of the financial year the Executive

included a regular focus on the progress being made by the Group
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BAM Woningbouw is
transforming (design,
build, maintain) a former
office building Elisbatehhof
1 in Leiderdorp, the
Netherlands, into an
apartment building with
33 social housing
apartments and 20 care
apartments for client
Rijnhart Wonen.
BAM Bouw en Vastgoed.
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DHL Distribution Hub at Manchester
Airport, United Kingdom (37,000
square foot warehouse for MAG
Developments, let to logistics company
DHL). Other improvement works at
Manchester Airport include replacing
the flooring in Terminals 2 and 3,
resurfacing the runway viewing
platform and constructing a new
retail unit.
BAM Construct UK.

in safety matters and on the proposed steps for achieving further
improvements in this field. Although once again safety

for 2013, corporate governance, the various effects of International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) on the Group’s financial

performance improved last year (from 5.8 (IF) in 2013 to 5.0 (IF) in

reports, the Group’s existing protection of hostile takeover,

2014) we regrettably had to record five fatal incidents on the

management development and the quality of management, and

Group’s projects. The Supervisory Board has requested the

the most important claims as well as legal proceedings involving

Executive Board to obtain detailed information on the cause of fatal

parts of the Group.

and serious accidents. This information was discussed extensively in
the Supervisory Board meetings in which safety every time is the

During the financial year, the Supervisory Board was regularly

first item on the agenda. Together with the Executive Board, the

updated by the Executive Board on the general course of business

Supervisory Board considers the achievement of a higher safety
level to be an important challenge for the Group. The Supervisory

at the operating companies. These updates also focused on the
developments in the Group’s markets. The Supervisory Board also

Board fully supports and encourages the Executive Board’s

received regular reports on the state of affairs regarding certain

approach to further increase management’s dedication to safety.

major projects that parts of the Group were involved in, and was
also informed about certain proposed bids made by BAM

Other activities

International in respect of major projects.

Each of the Supervisory Board’s meetings featured a report on what
had been discussed in meetings of the Board’s committees. In

During the annual visit to a number of the Group’s operating

addition, the Executive Board reported in each case on the state of

companies over several days in September 2014, the Supervisory

affairs, the financial situation and market developments for the
operating companies and the risks they face, each report being

Board and the Executive Board exchanged views with the
management teams of the Belgian operating companies. The

based on the operational plan for the relevant financial year. Other

directors gave a presentation on their companies, their markets

matters discussed in 2014 included the Annual Report and financial

and the challenges they currently face. The Supervisory Board also

statements for 2013, the half-yearly reports and interim statements

met with a number of employees from the levels beneath the

for 2014, the reserve and dividend policy and the dividend proposal

management team. The Supervisory Board is of the opinion that
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these operating companies are well positioned in their highly

departments and the external auditor. To this extend the

competitive markets. During this visit, the Supervisory Board was

Supervisory Board intensified its interaction with the senior

also informed by the Managing Director of the Belgian operation
regarding the state of affairs at the Belgian operating companies

management.

and in their markets.

The assessment by the Supervisory Board of the performance of the
Executive Board and of its individual members has been made

In 2014 a delegation of the Supervisory Board met with the Central

based on interviews with each member of the Executive Board that

Works Council on several occasions in order to discuss the position

were carried out by the Remuneration Committee. The results were

of the employees in general and more specifically the

discussed by the Supervisory Board without the Executive Board

consequences of the reorganisations as part of the Back in shape

being present.

programme. In addition the annual meeting of the Supervisory
Board and the Executive Board with the Central Works Council was
held on 14 May 2014.

The Supervisory Board acknowledges that in 2014 the Executive
Board again had to perform in difficult economic conditions. Given
these circumstances, the Executive Board saw itself forced to take

Performance of the Supervisory Board

drastic measures, leading to the implementation of the Back in

The performance of the Supervisory Board and its individual

shape programme. As a consequence a number of restructuring

members are assessed periodically using a written questionnaire

measures with far-reaching implications have been taken. However

sent to survey the members of the Supervisory Board,

painful these measures may be for the employees concerned, these

supplemented by discussions between the chairman and each

are unavoidable with regard to ensuring the continuity of the

Board member. This assessment was carried out for the past
financial year as well. The results of this assessment were first

business and the company. Following the retirement of Mr N.J. de
Vries as CEO and the fact that Mr M.J. Rogers stepped down from

discussed by the Supervisory Board without the Executive Board

the Board in order to continue his career outside the company, the

being present and were then shared with the chairman of the

Supervisory Board has evaluated the optimum size of the Executive

Executive Board. In 2015 the Supervisory Board intends to evaluate

Board. In order to create a smaller, more agile Executive Board with

the functioning of the board as a body as well as of its individual

strong involvement of senior management via the newly created

members with the assistance of external support.

Management Board, the Supervisory Board felt that under the
current circumstances an Executive Board consisting of three

The Supervisory Board is of the opinion that the individual

persons would be best suited. Under the leadership of Mr R.P. van

members of the Board, as well as the Board as a whole, are
functioning properly. The timely provision of management

Wingerden, the Executive Board, which consists further of CFO
Mrs T. Menssen and COO Mr E.J. Bax, who joined the company in

information has been improved over the year. The Supervisory

May 2014 from CRH, the Supervisory Board believes that the

Board members also held great importance to regular contact

Executive Board acted effectively in the past financial year and is

with the senior management of the operating companies, staff

taking the right measures to prepare BAM for the future.

3D REVIT model of the steel
framework of University of Surrey,
School of Veterinary Medicine.
BAM Construct UK.
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Remuneration

The Supervisory Board has three permanent committees, namely an

The Supervisory Board has compiled the Remuneration report

Audit Committee, a Remuneration Committee and a Selection and

prepared by the Remuneration Committee. The Remuneration
report is included on page 116-125 of the report as part of the

Appointments Committee. It is the task of these committees to
support and advise the Supervisory Board concerning the activities

Report by the Supervisory Board. In order to assure future

that are the committees’ responsibility and to prepare the

effectiveness, the total remuneration package for senior

Supervisory Board’s decisions regarding those activities. The

management, including the executive board, will be evaluated in

Supervisory Board as a whole remains responsible for the way in

2015 with external support. In addition to the fixed remuneration

which it performs its tasks and for the preparatory work carried out

and annual variable benefit component, there is room in the

by the committees.

remuneration package for the members of the Executive Board for
a remuneration component that rewards long-term improvement.

The committees submitted reports on all their meetings to the

A long-term benefit plan has been chosen that rewards the
Executive Board members for positive development of the BAM

Supervisory Board.

share price compared to alternative investments by shareholders in

The Audit Committee

comparable enterprises. This long-term benefit plan was approved

In the financial year the Audit Committee was composed of Messrs

by the General Meeting on and is explained in more detail on page

Noy, Scheffers and Wester, with Mr Scheffers acting as chairman.

120-122 of the report.
The composition of the Audit Committee is in line with the provisions
Meetings

of the Dutch corporate governance code. The Audit Committee

In the year under review, the Supervisory Board met on twelve
occasions in the presence of the Executive Board. Seven of these

supports the Supervisory Board in the performance of its tasks,
especially as regards financial and accounting matters, and it drafts

meetings were regular meetings. The other meetings were held to

proposed decisions of the Supervisory Board in respect of matters

discuss a number of specific issues, like the approval of large, high

covered by its remit.

value projects, unexpected project losses leading to the press
release of 7 July 2014, changes in the composition of the Executive

The Committee met four times over the past financial year. The

Board and the introduction of the ‘Back in Shape’ program. The

external auditor was present at all of these meetings. The chairman

Supervisory Board also met regularly without the Executive Board

and the Chief Financial Officer of the Executive Board also attended

being present. The meetings held without the Executive Board

all the Audit Committee’s meetings.

were primarily devoted to the composition, preferred size and way
of operating of the executive board. Further attention was given to

The principal topics addressed at these Audit Committee meetings

such matters as internal deliberations about decisions that the

were the financial reporting of the 2013 annual figures; the 2014

company had to take in this financial year as well as the

half-yearly figures including the major project losses the interim

remuneration of the executive board, including the determination

statements; the 2013 management letter and the 2014 interim

of the variable portion of that remuneration. There were also

management letter, the follow-up to the external auditor’s

discussions about the Supervisory Board’s own performance (both

recommendations; the risks and risk management and control

as a whole and of the individual members) and that of the Board’s

systems, including those concerning project development; the

individual committees. Matters discussed here included the

dividend policy and the Group’s tax planning. The following topics

composition of and profile of the Supervisory Board, the decisionmaking process, the quality of the supervisory process and of the

were also addressed: the activities and fee of and the relationship
with the external auditor, as well as the audit plan for 2014; the 2015

supervision itself and the relationship with the Executive Board.

operational plan; the Group’s funding and solvency; the ratios in the
funding agreements. In addition the impairment review; banking
relationships; the valuation of real estate; the movement of the

The Supervisory Board’s committees

working capital and liquidity level were reviewed. Also the losses
within the Group that can be offset against tax; the financial and

The Supervisory Board has a set of rules governing the composition,

administrative organisation, as well as material legal proceedings;

duties and procedures of the Board and its dealings with the

the operational audit function and mandatory auditor rotation were

Executive Board, the General Meeting and the Central Works Council.
The rules of the Supervisory Board and those of the Supervisory

discussed. Other topics included pensions; central IT governance
policy and reporting on compliance issues. In 2014 special attention

Board committees mentioned below, as well as the composition of

was also given to the consequences which the economic crisis is

the committees, can be found on the company’s website.

having on the Group, including the opportunities to reduce the
operating capital and the capital invested in property development
projects which were discussed with the Executive Board.
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Finishing and interior
works at De Rotterdam
building for the
municipality of Rotterdam,
the Netherlands and for
hotel NHOW Rotterdam
(278 rooms).
BAM Bouw en Vastgoed.

New hospital Erasmus MC
(the medical centre of
Rotterdam University;
185,000 m2).
Architects: EGM
Architecten. The BAM
Utiliteitsbouw-Ballast
Nedam joint venture has
commissioned BAM
Techniek and ULC Groep
for all of the mechanical
and electrical installations
works.
BAM Bouw en Vastgoed
(BAM Utiliteitsbouw
(in joint venture),
BAM Techniek).
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Interflow (subsidiary of BAM Bouw en
Vastgoed) has developed the Flex OK
concept for operating rooms with
feature unique wall and ceiling systems
and the air conditioning and can be
realised in a 25 percent shorter
construction time.
BAM Bouw en Vastgoed.
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The Audit Committee was briefed by the external auditor on relevant

In the financial year, the Committee also consulted the chairman of

developments in the audit profession. The Audit Committee

the Executive Board about the policy on terms and conditions of

exchanged views with the CEO and CFO about the consequences of
the entry into force of the amended Management and Supervision

employment for directors of operating companies and executive
officers of equivalent rank.

(Public and Private Companies) Act (‘Wet op het
Accountantsberoep’) for the Group, particularly the mandatory

The Remuneration Committee did not use the services of an

change of independent audit firm and the required changes for the

external independent remuneration adviser during the financial

independent auditor’s report. The Audit Committee had a leading

year.

role in the tender procedure for and the selection of the new external
auditor, to be appointed for the financial years 2016, 2017 and 2018.

The Remuneration Committee met two times during the past
financial year. The chairman of the Executive Board was present at

The Audit Committee met with the external auditor on one occasion
without the Executive Board being present and reported to the

these meetings. The Committee members consulted with each
other a number of times outside the context of a formal meeting.

Supervisory Board on the relationship with the external auditor. The

The Committee held individual performance evaluation interviews

Audit Committee believes that the relationship with the external

with the members of the Executive Board as part of the assessment

auditor is sound. The Audit Committee also spoke to the Executive

of the Executive Board.

Board about risk management and was pleased to find that the
Group is further intensifying risk management, including the

As a consequence of the evaluation of the composition of the

further reinforcement of the operational audit function. As part of

Supervisory Board committees as described above, the

the Back in shape programme the in-control measures have been
reviewed and improved. A stage gate tendering process is being

Remuneration Committee will per 1 January 2015 be composed of
Mrs Mahieu (chairwoman), Mr Elverding and Mr Noy.

implemented, leading to clear checks and balances at specific
moments during the tendering process. In addition the use of peer

Selection and Appointment Committee

reviews for large, risky projects will be developed, all of which has

During the financial year, the Selection and Appointment

been discussed with the Audit Committee.

Committee was composed of Messrs Elverding and Scheffers, with
Mr Elverding being the chairman. One of the tasks of the Selection

Following its changed composition the Supervisory Board has

and Appointments Committee is to make proposals to the

evaluated the composition of its committees. As a result of this

Supervisory Board regarding selection criteria and appointment

evaluation as per 1 January 2015 the Audit Committee will be
composed of Mr Scheffers (chairman), Mr Wester and Mr Hansen.

procedures, and regarding the size, composition, appointments
and reappointments to and assessment of the performance of the
Supervisory Board and the Executive Board. The Committee also

Remuneration Committee

monitors the Executive Board’s policy on selection criteria and

In the financial year, the Remuneration Committee was composed

appointment procedures for senior management.

of Mrs Mahieu and Mr Elverding, with Mrs Mahieu being the
chairwoman. The composition of the Remuneration Committee is

The Selection and Appointments Committee met five times in the

in line with the provisions of the Dutch corporate governance code.

past financial year. Besides the regular activities and duties as
described above, the committee spent considerable time on the

One of the tasks of the Remuneration Committee is to make
proposals to the Supervisory Board with regard to company

preparatory activities regarding the changes in the Executive
Board. To this respect several meetings and discussions were held

remuneration policy, the level of remuneration and the terms of

with individual members of the Executive Board, both regarding

employment of members of the Executive Board and the

the stepping down of Messrs De Vries and Rogers and regarding the

remuneration of the members of the Supervisory Board. The

future composition of the Executive Board. In addition the

Committee submitted a proposal to the Supervisory Board relating

members of the committee initiated meetings with a large number

to the remuneration of members of the Executive Board and criteria

of senior management of operating companies and corporate staff

for the variable remuneration in 2015. In addition, The

in order to receive feedback and input on the situation and

Remuneration Committee also proposed a remuneration report on

preferred way forward. Finally, the committee was closely involved

the way the remuneration policy has been implemented in practice.
Early 2015 the Remuneration Committee will evaluate the current

in the appointment of senior management members of the newly
formed operating companies after the reduction from 25 to 10.

remuneration package as a result of which it may be possible that
proposals for amendment of this plan may be submitted for

Per 1 January 2015 the Selection and Appointment Committee will

approval to the Supervisory Board and, subsequently, the general

be composed of Mr Elverding (chairman), Mrs Mahieu and Mr Noy.

meeting.
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Composition of the Supervisory Board

None of the Supervisory Board members has more than five
memberships of Supervisory Boards at Dutch listed companies or

During the financial year, the Supervisory Board was composed of
six members. There were no mandatory re-appointments.

other large institutions, this being in line with the Code. Where a
Supervisory Board member does fulfil more than five ‘demanding’
supervisory positions as referred to in the Management and

The Management and Supervision (Public and Private Companies)

Supervision (Public and Private Companies) Act, this is permitted

Act came into force on 1 January 2013. Amongst other changes,

by this Act’s transitional arrangement.

this Act introduces provisions relating to a more balanced
participation of women and men in the management of companies.

The Supervisory Board is not aware of any conflicts of interest

The company itself and a number of major operating companies are

between the company and members of the Supervisory Board, or

classed as companies governed by these provisions. The Act

between the company and natural persons or legal entities that

stipulates that participation can be said to be well-balanced if at
least 30 per cent of the seats on the Supervisory Board and

hold at least 10 per cent of the shares in the company.

Executive Board (and on the boards of major operating companies)
are occupied by men and at least 30 per cent by women and that

Composition of the Executive Board

companies should strive to achieve this well-balanced participation.
On 23 April 2014 the General Meeting appointed Mr E.J. Bax as
The six-person Supervisory Board has one female member and the

a new member of the Executive Board per 1 May 2014. As a

(since 1 October 2014) three-person Executive Board has one

consequence the number of members of the Executive Board
increased from four to five.

female member. As such the Group complies with above law as far
as the Executive Board is concerned but has not yet reached the
desired target figure in the Supervisory Board. It is the intention of

On 21 August 2014 the market was informed about the decision of

the Supervisory Board to use diversity as one of the main criteria in

Mr N.J. de Vries to retire from the company and lay down his duties

case of vacancies in the Supervisory Board in the future. Both the

as CEO and chairman of the Executive Board per 1 October 2014.

Supervisory Board and the Executive Board agree with the

As per the same date Mr M.J. Rogers stepped down from the

importance of having balanced participation in the Group’s

Executive Board in order to pursue his career elsewhere.

managerial bodies. In order to further emphasise this, the current
profile of the Supervisory Board, which was discussed with the
shareholders in the General Meeting on 21 April 2009 in the
context of the amendments to the Dutch Corporate Governance

As a result of the review the Supervisory Board performed on the
performance and preferred composition and size of the Executive
Board this body was composed of three members as per 1 October

Code made in late 2008, has been reviewed. In order to align with

2014, consisting of Mr R.P. van Wingerden as CEO and chairman,

the abovementioned legislation, it was decided to update the

Mrs T. Menssen as CFO and Mr E.J. Bax as COO. The internal

profile in order to better reflect the strive for a more balanced

allocation of responsibilities in this new composition was discussed

composition. A proposal was drafted and discussed with the Central

and agreed upon with the Supervisory Board.

Works Council. It will be discussed with the shareholders at the
General Meeting on 22 May 2015 after it will be formally adopted

Members of the Executive Board are appointed for a period of four

by the Supervisory Board.

years. They retire at the end of the first General Meeting to be held
in the fourth year after the year in which they were appointed. The

More details about the profile can be found in the section on

remuneration of the members of the Executive Board is stated on

corporate governance on page 93-102 of the report.

page 123-124 of the report.

The retirement schedule for the members of the Supervisory Board

None of the members of the Executive Board holds more than two

is shown on page 129 of the Report and is also published on the

‘demanding’ supervisory positions as referred to in the

company’s website. In accordance with the Dutch Corporate

Management and Supervision (Public and Private Companies) Act.

Governance Code (hereafter: the Code), Supervisory Board

No position of chair of a supervisory body is held. The above is in

members can in principle serve a maximum of three four-year

line with the Management and Supervision (Public and Private
Companies) Act and the Code.

terms of office. Their reappointment for another term of office will
naturally be submitted to the shareholders on each occasion.

The Supervisory Board has no evidence of any conflicts of interest
The Supervisory Board members do not have any other
relationships of a business nature with the company. In the opinion
of the Supervisory Board, the Code’s requirements with regard to
independence have been met.

between the company and members of the Executive Board.
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In Amsterdam BAM
Infratechniek Telecom
equipped more than 30
bus and trams stops with
WiFi and 4G antennas.
BAM Infra.
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Shareholders and investor relations

and the Audit Committee. Given the Board’s experience with the
external auditor and the external auditor’s expertise with regard to

The Annual General Meeting was prepared and the events at the
meeting were discussed afterwards. The Supervisory Board was

the construction industry in general and the Group in particular,
the Supervisory Board sees no reason to propose to the

very pleased that the General Meeting went well and that a

shareholders that the external auditor be changed for the financial

thorough, substantive discussion with the shareholders present

year 2015. As will be further elaborated on below, at the General

had again taken place.

Meeting on 22 April 2015, also a proposal for the appointment of

The Supervisory Board takes cognisance of an overview of the

the external auditor for the financial years 2016, 2017 and 2018 will

Group’s investor relations activities on a regular basis. As regards

be submitted.

contacts with shareholders, the Supervisory Board believes that
this contact should primarily take place in shareholders’ meetings.

With regard to the financial year 2015, it is therefore proposed to

The Supervisory Board believes that a high level of shareholder
attendance at those meetings is extremely important and that

the General Meeting of 22 April 2015 that PricewaterhouseCoopers
Accountants N.V. be reappointed as external auditor responsible for

contact between the company and shareholders outside of

auditing the Group’s 2015 financial statements.

shareholders’ meetings can be important – for both the company
and the shareholders. The Supervisory Board will ensure that the

On 1 January 2016 stock listed companies will be obliged to change

company accepts shareholders’ requests for talks in those cases

its external auditor regularly. In order to comply with this legal

where talks are considered important. The company itself can also

obligation, a tender procedure has been held in the second half of

take the initiative and request talks with a shareholder. The

2014. A Selection Committee has been established, consisting of

company has a general policy on bilateral contacts with
shareholders, investors, analysts and the press. This policy is

members of the Executive Board, Audit Committee and senior
managers. The Selection Committee has identified potential

published on the company’s website.

candidates, developed a sound tender process, invited the
identified candidates to participate and has subsequently reviewed

In the year under review, the Supervisory Board has discussed the

the submitted bids. A number of meetings have been held with the

dividend policy and dividend proposal for the financial year 2013.

candidates, in which specific attention was given to audit approach,

As for previous years, the decision was made to propose to the

knowledge of the construction industry in the BAM home markets

General Meeting an optional dividend for 2013.

and the composition of the audit teams. The status of the tender
procedure and the interim findings of the Selection Committee

External auditor

have been shared with the full Audit Committee and full
Supervisory Board regularly. Based on the results of the tender
procedure, both the Executive Board and the Audit Committee

Both in its discussion of the 2013 full year figures and its discussion

have provided an advice to the Supervisory Board early 2015.

of the 2014 half-yearly figures, the Supervisory Board – as usual –

Based on this advice, the Supervisory Board has nominated Ernst &

called on the external auditor to provide additional information.

Young Accountants LLP for appointment by the General Meeting on

The Board noted that the external auditor had received the financial

22 April 2015 as external auditor for the financial years 2016, 2017

information on which the interim statements, the half-yearly

and 2018.

figures, the annual figures and the other interim Financial reports
were based and that he had been given the opportunity to respond
to that information.

Corporate governance

The Supervisory Board also took cognisance of the reports by the

The company’s corporate governance structure and its compliance

external auditor and discussed these documents with the external

with that structure were discussed with the shareholders in the

auditor and the Executive Board. The Supervisory Board also

General Meeting on 21 April 2009. The Supervisory Board and the

discussed the follow-up to the external auditor’s findings with the

Executive Board reviewed the corporate governance structure

Executive Board.

during the financial year and decided that there is no reason to
change it.

The external auditor attended the General Meeting of 23 April 2014
and was available to answer any questions.

The Supervisory Board and the Executive Board are convinced that
Royal BAM Group’s corporate governance is well organised.

As part of its consideration of the 2014 Report and financial

Please refer to the corporate governance statement from page 93

statements, the Supervisory Board assessed the relationship with

on of the Annual Report concerning the company’s compliance

the external auditor, based on a report from the Executive Board

with the Code.
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The Supervisory Board has applied its collective mind to the

crisis in all the Group’s home markets. Royal BAM Group was also

preparation and presentation of this report and acknowledges its

faced with persistent difficult economic conditions during the past

responsibility to ensure its integrity. The Supervisory Board believes
that this report is presented in accordance with the International

financial year.

Integrating Reporting Framework.

As stated in the beginning of this report, the year under review has
been one of substantial change. With the departure of Messrs
De Vries and Rogers, the company has lost two long term and

Final comments

valued colleagues and executives. The Supervisory Board wishes
to thank each of them for the dedication and contribution to the

The 2014 financial statements, duly prepared by the Executive

company. Especially Mr De Vries, who took over the helm at the

Board, will be submitted to the General Meeting for approval. The

height of the economic crisis in 2010, had to guide the company

financial statements have been audited by the external auditor,
PricewaterhouseCoopers Accountants N.V.; the unqualified

through difficult circumstances. His perseverance and in-depth
knowledge of the company and the construction market have

auditor’s report is included on page 219-228 of the Report. The

helped steer the company through these extremely difficult times.

Supervisory Board has discussed the Financial statements with the
Executive Board in the presence of the external auditor. The

It is expected that the market conditions in the construction sector

Supervisory Board is of the opinion that the financial statements,

in the Group’s home countries will continue to remain difficult in

the report by the Supervisory Board and the report by the Executive

2015. However, the significant changes currently being

Board form a good basis on which to hold the Executive Board

implemented in the company as a result of the Back in shape

accountable for the management policies pursued and the
Supervisory Board accountable for its supervision of the

programme will help the company through this crisis and will leave
it better prepared for more buoyant times. The Supervisory Board

management policies pursued. The members of the Supervisory

acknowledges that this change will have an impact on the

Board have signed the financial statements in accordance with their

employees; those who will lose their jobs as a result thereof and

statutory obligations under Article 2:101, paragraph 2 of the Dutch

those will have to work hard to ensure the proper execution of the

Civil Code.

programme. It is therefore with the utmost gratitude that the
Supervisory Board wishes to thank all involved for their dedication

Looking back on the financial year 2014, it may be stated that the
construction sector again felt the consequences of the economic

REVIT cross section of King's Cross Zone B
showing the shared services basement,
public realm and One and Two Pancras
Square.
BAM Construct UK.

and loyalty.

